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Join Us at LITE 2017!
Are you thinking of coming to LITE 2017? If you still need a little 
convincing, we’ve got the top 10 reasons we think you need to 
join us this year.

This is our third year running LITE from Scotland’s beautiful 
capital city, Edinburgh, and this year we’re more excited than 
ever before! 

You can check out all the details for LITE on our website, but for 
now, here’s the top 10 reasons you need to be at LITE 2017 this 
September 21-22.

http://www.liteconf.com/
http://www.liteconf.com/
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10 Reasons to Attend LITE 2017

1. The Location

We may be a little biased, as we get to call this beautiful city home, 
but Edinburgh really is a spectacular place to visit. This year our 
venue is CodeBase, which is not only the home of Administrate’s 
headquarters, but also the UK’s largest start-up incubator, and 
houses more than 90 of the country’s best technology companies. 
We can’t think of a better home for LITE this year! We’re just minutes 
from the Royal Mile and Princes Street, so you can enjoy the 
beautiful surroundings as you enjoy our conference.

2. The Social Events

Once you’ve spent the day learning from the best, you can lap up the 
entertainment that comes as part of the LITE 2017 package! After the 
conference is done for the day, there will be a chance to relax a little 
and socialise with fellow attendees.

3. Get Involved

Whether you joined us for LITE 2016, or you missed out on all the 
fun, LITE 2017 is a perfect chance for you to dive right into the action. 
Tickets for this year are already available now, so grab them quickly 
to make sure you secure your place!

4. Network

LITE 2017 not only gives you the chance to spend two days with 
people in similar fields to you, but also potential customers. You may 
be in need of a particular service, or offer one that other attendees 
are looking for, and LITE 2017 is a great chance to network and 
perhaps even secure some business!

5. Get Essential Training

As well as a number of industry speakers presenting on a range 
of topics, key members of the Administrate team will again be 
delivering training workshops and clinics on our product. LITE 2017 
offers an excellent chance to learn from the Administrate team, and 
ask all of those burning questions!

http://www.liteconf.com/book/
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6. Come Together with Like-Minds

LITE 2017 attendees will come from very different backgrounds, 
however, all will have one thing in common – the want to deliver 
exceptional learning and training. We’ll ensure you all have plenty of 
time to network and share your thoughts and insights.

7. Get Inspired

Be inspired by your peers, our workshops, keynote speeches and 
of course the historic city of Edinburgh. Go back to work full of 
inspirational thoughts!

8. The Speakers

While it will be hard to top our amazing speaker line-up from 2016, 
this year we’re aiming to deliver an even more spectacular selection 
of speakers designed to inspire, entertain and kick your brains into 
action!

9. Meet the Administrate Team

As well as learning professionals from all over the world, LITE 2017 
will give you the chance to meet the Administrate team. Whether 
you’ve never met us before, or you’d love to put a face to the voice 
on the phone, it’s a great chance to meet the whole team behind the 
product and really get to know us!

10.Gain Knowledge

Attending a conference is always a great way to build up not only 
your personal knowledge, but also deliver what you’ve learned back 
to your colleagues. Our blend of workshops and talks will certainly 
fill your brain with incredible insights, but you’ll also be mingling 
with your peers, which is always a great way to learn while comparing 
notes!
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Contact Us
If you have any further questions about LITE 2017, or 
Administrate’s Training Management Software, then please 
don’t hesitate to get in touch!

UK: +44 131 460 7350

USA: +1 (406) 322 3312

MENA: +961 71 419 404

info@getadministrate.com

http://www.getadministrate.com

mailto:info%40getadministrate.com?subject=
http://www.getadministrate.com

